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In the aftermath of mass remote working during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, for office-based workers where 
we work and how we work will not be the same 
again. The Financial Services industry, on the whole, 
were quick to act during COVID, by introducing 
the policies, leadership and technology needed to 
support remote working. However, the response to 
the next phase of work still requires definition.

Data from the 2022 Work Trend Index tells us that a 
paradox exists in the modern workplace. With 73%1 

of workers wanting remote work to continue in some 
form after the pandemic, yet 67% of them wanting 
good in-person collaboration to remain – workplace 
leaders have a challenge to accommodate.

We’re still transitioning into a new way of working. 
Clear expectations of our people need to be set so 
they understand what is expected of them. Although 
– workplaces should not be surprised if these 
expectations don’t meet the employees view that 
they will challenge such expectations.

We’re still forming our new ways of working – not yet 
at a point where we’re norming. The delays we see 
in organisations responding to hybrid work demands, 
is only delaying the financial services reaching the 
performance stage.

Despite people having to adapt to new tools during 
COVID-19, there remains confusion about the various 
tools in the technical landscape and ‘which tool 
to use when’. Clear and coordinated change and 
adoption management remains pivotal to overcoming 
such confusion.

This report highlights the views, opinions and data 
from the Financial Services industry on hybrid working 
and the modern workplace. Whilst we did not intent to 
seek answers from the research, it has confirmed that 
what works for one organisation, will not for another – 
even in the same industry.

Furthermore, that organisations need to grant 
autonomy to managers to define ways of working 
at a local level to unlock opportunities of hybrid 
working. Teams need to be empowered to make their 
own arrangements, with the services to support this, 
including the technology, HR policies and leadership.

We know financial organisations are enthusiastically 
trying to bring people back to their office, and make 
use of expensive real-estate, however the most critical 
question as leaders is – ‘What’s your worth it equation?’. 
Our workplaces now need to be ‘worth it’ for that 
commute and commitment to coming into the office.

What’s your ‘worth it’ answer to the modern 
workplace?

FOREWORD WRITTEN BY WM REPLY

OUR WORKPLACE HAS CHANGED. 

DAVID CALLAGHAN 

Modern Workplace Lead
Financial Services, WM Reply

1 Source: Microsoft Work Index: The Work Trend Index survey by, Edelman Data x Intelligence. Quantitative survey among 31,102 full-time 
employed or self-employed workers across 31 markets between January 7, 2022 and February 16, 2022. Great Expectations: Making 
Hybrid Work Work (microsoft.com) 2022_Work_Trend_Index_Annual_Report.pdf (ctfassets.net)



Ipsos conducted research on behalf of WM Reply. This involved desk research, 
undertaken by Ipsos between April and September 2022.

INTRODUCTION

The desk research was supplemented by five one-hour expert interviews with senior IT professionals who 
work in financial services institutions in the UK. The qualitative interviews are exploratory in nature and are not 
nationally representative. For more details on the exact methodology, please refer to the full technical note.  
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There are distinct challenges that come from this though. According to Ipsos qualitative research, the views of 
senior managers and the broader workforce don’t always align, which can cause friction in the workplace and 
problems with retaining employees.

It may not be a surprise that generational differences also come into play and influence how people view 
working models. Younger workers want a blended approach to work and feel more pressure when working 
from home to demonstrate what outcomes they’ve produced2. 

Irrespective of seniority, Ipsos qualitative research suggests that people acknowledge the benefits and 
disadvantages of working remotely exist and there needs to be a practical, logical approach to working models.
2  Source: Ipsos March 2021: Ipsos interviewed 2208 people aged 16-75 online between Friday 8th - Tuesday 12th January 2021, and data 

have been weighted to the known profile of the UK population).

FINANCIAL SERVICES AND HYBRID WORK 

⊲ Financial services executives have traditionally been more reluctant to embrace remote work than 
their counterparts in other sectors. For example, in the USA before the pandemic, 29% of financial 
services companies had at least 60% of their workforce working remotely at least once a week, 
lower than the 36% reported across all industries3. 

3 Source: PwC, Hybrid work comes to financial services. PwC surveyed 133 executives and 1,200 office workers in the US 
between November and December 2020)

Technology tools can help implement incremental changes. Leveraging the tools available in the platforms 
might enable a faster change implementation. However, people will need to understand which tool to use and 
when. Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply suggests that with some tools such as Viva Insights, trust in 
them will need to be earned. It’s also important to get people’s feedback on the tools and if they support hybrid 
working.

According to Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, the challenges presented by hybrid working have not 
been fully addressed yet. There is an opportunity for technology tools to support businesses as they prepare 
for the emergence of a true hybrid model of work. And in the longer term, a hybrid approach could reduce 
operational complexity with integrated and seamless solutions; potentially broadening business opportunities 
and unlocking the return on investment in hybrid working tools. 

Ipsos qualitative interview participants suggests that hybrid work is here to stay and organisations need to 
consider the answers to fundamental questions on how the organisation will address concerns, resistance and 
the demand for hybrid work in the financial service sector.

REPORT EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Prior to the pandemic, trends were already emerging for remote and flexible work. 
The pandemic was the catalyst for change in ways of working for some office 
based organisations. And, as people worked for so long in this way, they now 
have strong views of working models and what is best for them.



SETTING THE SCENE  
| CONTEXT
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Prior to the pandemic, some emergent trends relating to remote and flexible 
working already populated cultural discourses.

FOUR-DAY WEEK

2019 research by Autonomy Research suggests that a reduction of hours that constitutes a full-time working 
week is beneficial to businesses, workers, and society as a whole4 (Source: Autonomy Research).

In the UK, since 2021 organisations such as Atom Bank, financial service recruitment agency BWD and 
recruitment consultants Girling Jones have permanently moved to a four-day working week.5 
5 Source: Atom Bank, BWD, Girling Jones.

Digital Nomads are described as location-independent people who make a living working online. Because they 
work 100% remotely, they can constantly move from place to place while staying connected to the office6 .
6 Source: Microsoft.

This way of working seems to be on the rise. For example in 2019, there were already an estimated 7.3 million 
Digital Nomads in the USA, with the number rising to 10.9 million in 20207.
7  Source: MBO Partners (2020 Digital Nomad Report) MBO-Partners-Digital-Nomad-Report-2020.pdf (pcdn.co). The 2020 study is based on 

online panel surveys conducted by Emergent Research and Rockbridge Associates in August of 2020. This survey had responses from 
3,457 U.S. citizens or those with U.S. residency status (aged 18 and older). The survey results were weighted to reflect the demographics 
of the U.S

DIGITAL NOMADISM

DECENTRALISED LIVING

Decentralised Living is the concept of using practices or technology outside of the cultural norm, for example 
using cryptocurrencies, owning fewer items or altering the home environment to better fit with a person’s 
activities. This rise in flexible working and decentralised living, has made our homes become gyms, offices, and 
more – a trend likely to continue into the future8 .
8 Source: Samsung/Ipsos.

Ipsos qualitative research undertaken for WM Reply with five senior IT professionals working in the financial 
service sector indicates that while these narratives were part of cultural discourse even before COVID, the 
pandemic accelerated and expanded them.



In some cases, the pandemic was a catalyst for change in our ways of working, 
and some employees now have strong views on different working models.

The five senior IT professionals in the financial service sector who shared their expert views forming the Ipsos 
qualitative research, suggest that:

⊲ Prior to the pandemic, working from the office was the established norm for senior IT professionals 
in financial services organisations: while some financial services organisations allowed some 
flexibility for their IT departments, staff were typically expected to work from the office.

⊲ The COVID pandemic caused a shift in their ways of working: companies had to recalibrate to 
remain operational during the pandemic, quickly shifting to a predominantly remote working model 
for the majority of staff: financial services organisations had little time to prepare and plan for this shift, 
and adapting to ad hoc solutions was not always supported by a structured strategy.

⊲ Technology has been a significant enabler in financial services organisations’ immediate response 
to COVID. Out of necessity, they embraced and deployed technological solutions to address remote 
working and meet information and servicing needs of end-customers.

After two years of remote working, COVID restrictions have been eased in the UK and many now work in 
a hybrid working model. The senior IT professionals interviewed for the Ipsos qualitative research felt this 
exposure to various working models has given employees the opportunity to experience and reflect on different 
ways of working, identifying their advantages and disadvantages and shaping their views on what the work 
landscape should be like in the future.

Before the pandemic, it used to 
be very much an office based 
company, now we are remote 

whenever we can. Before, they 
thought the technology and 

culture was not going  
to work [if remote].

Senior IT professional, Insurance

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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But according to this Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals, the 
views of senior management and staff do not always align when it comes to what 
constitutes a suitable working model.

A 2020 PwC research study in the USA suggest that employee attitudes may vary by experience level: often, 
the least experienced employees in financial services are the ones who need the office the most, as they 
appreciate the opportunities they get for in-office training.9

9 Source: PwC.

Ipsos qualitative research also reveals that in some organisations, there is a dichotomy between senior 
management and other staff in terms of how often they need to be in the office post-pandemic.

There is a sense among the senior IT leaders working in financial service organisations that face-to-face 
interactions and frequent office working if preferred by their organisations, whereas others value flexibility and 
the option to mix working from home and the office as and when needed.

There’s a bit of a view from the top that people should be in the 
office more than once a week, which is what we decided when 

we started this trial, and there’s a view from the vast majority 
of the staff that minimum once a week is fine. A lot of people 

are worried they’ll have to go in to the office more, so they fear 
there’s going to be a significant financial cost.

Senior IT professional, Banking

Initially, when we started going back to work (in the office), it was 
4 days in the office and 1 day at home, and it didn’t go down 

well. So, we had to change our policies, and we said ok, let’s do 
a 3-2 split. There’s going to be resistance going forward, like I 

want to do four days at home and one in the office.
Senior IT professional, Investment Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



Generational differences might also come into play and influence how staff view 
different working models.

Q. Thinking of a time when the pandemic restrictions are lifted, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements? (Total agree)

RESEARCH FROM THE USA: HOW DOES AGE SHAPE ATTITUDES ABOUT 
WORKING MODELS?

I am more productive with a flexible work schedule

Employers should be more flexible in terms of requiring 
employees to go to an office

I want flexibility in the amount of time I go into the office

I miss being around my co-workers

I miss out on office “culture” by working from home

It is harder to build trust and connection with my colleagues 
when working from home

If my employer expected me to return to the office full 
time, I would consider looking for another job that didn’t 
require me to return to the office, given the same salary and 
responsibility

It would be harder for me to on-board to a new job remotely 
than on-site

I worry about being left out of decision-making and 
professional development if I do not go back into an office

I feel more burned out by work when I work from home

My home is a difficult place to be productive

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Ages 18-34 Ages 35-54 Ages 55+

10 Source: Ipsos survey conducted May 13-17 2021 among 500 U.S. adults who work all or mostly from home because of the pandemic.
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…with younger workers having an appetite for blended working and feeling 
more pressure to be in their best shape when working at home, according to 
quantitative Ipsos research from 202111.

⊲ Younger workers need more time ‘in person’ with colleagues than any other generation: six in ten 
Gen Z (58%) and half (49%) of Millennials say they need to spend time with colleagues face-to-face in 
order to carry out their work effectively11.

⊲  However, while some want to return to the office, the appetite for blended office and home working 
is clear: more than half report wanting to work from home at least three days a week.

⊲  Half (50%) of Gen Z and 43 per cent of Millennials who are currently working from home at least some 
of the time, say that doing so has put undue pressure on their health and wellbeing12.

⊲  More than half (54%) of Millennials also say their overall mental health has worsened during the 
pandemic, and just under half (49%) of Gen Z and 55 per cent of Millennials feel under pressure to 
perform at their best when working from home12.

⊲ The above has important implications when thinking about flexible working solutions to find young, 
new talent.

11 Source: Ipsos March 2021 : Young people and working from home in the pandemic. Ipsos interviewed 2208 people aged 16-75 
online between Friday 8th - Tuesday 12th January 2021, and data have been weighted to the known profile of the UK population of 
this audience. Gen Z unweighted base: 204. Millennials unweighted base: 380.  

62% of Gen Z and 
56% of Millennials 
want to work from home at 
least 3 days a week after the 
pandemic has passed12.
12 Source: ONS, 2021: Homeworking hours, rewards, and 

opportunities in the UK: 2011 to 2020



According to this Ipsos qualitative research, senior IT staff acknowledge there are 
multiple and distinct benefits to both office and remote work.

WORKING FROM HOME WORKING IN THE OFFICE

FOR STAFF

✓ Cost and time savings
✓ Increased productivity
✓ Ability to work flexibly
✓ Work/life balance
✓ Improved dynamics e.g. staff feeling more 

comfortable to talk when online

THE ASSUMPTION FOR EMPLOYERS

✓ Decreased operational costs
✓ Extended working hours
✓ Widening recruitment horizons

✓ Clearer communication
✓ Closer collaboration
✓ Helps build social capital and networking
✓ Quick learning / informal chats
✓ Allows opportunities for career progression
✓ Reinforced Company culture
✓ Stronger relationships amongst teams
✓ Reduced isolation
✓ Better equipment
✓ Enhanced security

When you work in the office, you have those spontaneous desk-side 
conversations, which potentially can result in good ideas.

Senior IT professional, Banking

My organisation is quite hierarchical. I think there is something 
about working from home that has democratised meetings quite a 
lot. People in my organisation feel a lot more empowered to speak 
up in a virtual situation. Things like using the chat box is challenging 

some of the old deferential behaviour that was going on.” 
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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Both also have various disadvantages in terms of well-being, cost and work-life 
balance, this Ipsos qualitative research suggests.

WORKING FROM HOME WORKING IN THE OFFICE

FOR STAFF

X Working in silos
X Progression opportunities
X Culture doesn’t translate as well
X Sub-par equipment
X Increased costs (e.g. for utilities)
X Wellbeing: staff working more hours

FOR EMPLOYERS

X Lack of oversight, difficult to track output
X Increased security risks
X Weakened company culture
X Potential costs (e.g. subsidising equipment)

X Costly  for staff due to high travel costs
X Time consuming
X Lack of flexibility
X Decreased productivity (due to office 

distractions)

The Office for National Statistics 
found that home-workers were less 
than half as likely to be promoted 

compared to their in-office 
counterparts between 2011-201713.

13 Source: BCG, 2020, What’s next for how we  
work in the UK. BCG surveyed 2,000  

UK employees in March 2020

50% find that home,  
where there may be fewer 

distractions, is a better place for 
thinking and planning14. 

14 Source: PwC: Future of Work Survey. A global 
survey of 3,937 business executives and HR-focused 
leaders (September 2021). The survey polled leaders 

in 28 industry sectors and 26 countries or regions



People don’t get a sense of the 
company culture unless they’re 

working in the office. They 
don’t get a sense of how the 

company works.
Senior IT professional,

Investment Banking

Source; Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

For those that have generic office jobs, the hybrid 
model is probably going to offer the most flexibility and 

therefore the most sustainability in the long term.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

Hybrid working is seen by senior IT professionals as combining the benefits of both remote and office work:

⊲ For staff, the flexibility remote working afforded them during lockdown led to a shift in staff 
expectations: hybrid working is now expected.

⊲ Companies also realised they can operate successfully remotely, and are now less rigid about 
working in the office.

Hybrid working to these senior IT professionals is practically synonymous with flexibility, though the two 
are quite different. At the same time, the concept itself is fluid: while some companies champion flexibility 
post-pandemic, their policies and working models vary greatly – there is no one size fits all.

At the moment for senior IT professionals, hybrid working as an idea is more closely tied to the human 
aspect of it, rather than the technical: as a result, the technical, structural and institutional challenges 
posed by hybrid working are still to be fully understood and addressed. 

According to this Ipsos qualitative research, hybrid working is the preferred model 
for senior IT professionals in financial service organisations; but the concept is 
broad and focuses more on the human rather that the technical aspect.
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The problem is flexibility can 
mean different things for 

different people.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

For now, hybrid working means a combination of separate elements of office and 
home work, rather than a new, blended way of working.

Current perception of Hybrid Working:

Remote + Office working

Remote
Work

Office
Work

Remote Work blended  
with Office Work

Current perception of Hybrid Working:

Remote + Office working

Hybrid working is mostly thought of as a 
combination of two distinct working models: 

remote and office work. 

A true hybrid model is still nascent 
across the companies we interviewed, 
and its unique challenges are only now 

beginning to become apparent.

As a result, some financial services organisations are not yet able to articulate the exact challenges of 

hybrid working.



THE ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES OF 
HYBRID WORKING
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This Ipsos qualitative research suggests that, hybrid working combines the 
advantages of working from home and in the office, which might result in higher 
productivity…

UK employees feel productive working remotely depending on the task16

of respondents said their organisation 
performed better against workforce 

performance and productivity targets 
with remote/hybrid working15. 

14 Source: PwC: Future of Work Survey A global 
survey of 3,937 business executives and HR-focused 
leaders (September 2021). The survey polled leaders 

in 28 industry sectors and 26 countries or regions

15 Source: BCG, BCG, 2020, What’s next for how we work in the UK. BCG surveyed 2,000 UK employees in March 2020

PROS – QUALITATIVELY 
MENTIONED BY SENIOR IT 
PROFESSIONALS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE

Employees can manage their working hours 
according to their needs rather than fixed 
company working hours.

BALANCE COLLABORATION/INDIVIDUAL FLOW

Less distraction from the office environment and 
still allows better collaboration in the office.

CONTROL AND AUTONOMY

Having a choice is reassuring: working model 
adapts to the needs of all employees. Employees 
feel more empowered in their ways of working.

1

2

3

57%

%    who felt a productivity change I feel most productive at home when...

I feel most productive in the workplace when...

Collaborative
tasks

More 
productive 
from home

Thinking and planning

Meeting customers  
or clients

Doing admin tasks

Working with others

Meeting deadlines

Getting information  
from others

More productive 
at your 
workplace

Equally 
productive at 
your workplace 
and home

Management
tasks

Individual
tasks

46%

35%

19% 35% 20% 51%

17%

43%

14%

36%

20%

31%

26%

33%

30%

46%

34%

19%

57%

24%

56%

18%

46%

38%

27%

41%

39%



… and improved employee satisfaction.

PROS - QUALITATIVELY MENTIONED BY SENIOR IT PROFESSIONALS
WORK/LIFE BALANCE

The balance of hybrid working can improve professional well-being, allowing employees to juggle 
their life admin and personal hobbies better along with the work requirements.

MENTAL HEALTH

Potentially reducing mental exhaustion from the commute while also reducing the isolation of working 
from home.

HIGHER JOB SATISFACTION

Being trusted to organise your own schedule can make people feel valued and treated as equal – 
this leads to higher job satisfaction.

1

2

3

of knowledge workers say hybrid work 
arrangements improves psychological well being16

of workers say hybrid work arrangements 
improve professional well being

59% 47%

16 Source: Salesforce: Future of Work. Surveyed 1,500 knowledge workers in the U.S., Canada, the UK 
and Ireland. Data was collected between April 19 and April 22, 2021 and yielded 1,535 responses.
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It also might put a bigger focus on training as a continuous learning process.

ACCESS TO ONLINE AND IN PERSON TRAINING -  
QUALITATIVE PERCEPTIONS OF SENIOR IT PROFESSIONALS

ONLINE TRAINING

Greater Access and Reach

Increased access to training, without the location 
limitations

Anytime

Possibility to record, listen post meeting

Wider communication channels

Possibility to participate equally through chat, polls etc. 

IN PERSON TRAINING

Greater Engagement

Staff feel more closely engaged to the group/
content

Informal Training

Possibility to ask colleagues quick questions 
anytime

Mental health when working remotely can be a benefit or a 
disadvantage, depending on who you ask. You need to offer different 
types of solutions. People who lived alone find it quite isolating and 

missed the collaboration in the office. For me, I don’t live alone, I’ve got 
my family therefore working from home means I get to spend time with 
them. I can get up and walk away from my desk and break out my day 
and getting some housework done and stepping away from the desk 

which makes it more sustainable for me.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



A 2020 study undertaken by Ipsos shows that working from home is seen to be positive in terms of 
attracting and retaining staff during lockdown, with 53% of respondents reporting a positive impact.17

17 Source: CBI/Ipsos: No Turning Back: CBI Annual Conference 2020. The survey link was emailed by CBI to CBI members and non-
member companies. Fieldwork took place 7–16 October 2020 in the UK. 573 businesses responded.

This Ipsos qualitative research indicates that organisations that do not offer this flexibility risk becoming 
estranged from their existing staff and becoming less attractive to potential new hires.

Ipsos qualitative research participants mentioned…

WITHIN THE COMPANY:

⊲ Reduces the risk of losing staff 
⊲ Reduces the risk of people feeling disengaged with the company values

WHEN HIRING:

⊲ Allowing remote working means the talent pool is opened up. Companies can hire the most suitable 
employees, rather than the ones that are the closest 

⊲ Aligning with competitors, especially for sectors where recruitment is sometimes seen as competitive  
e.g. technology

Overall, its main benefit for employers is its potential to attract and retain talent.

You get people that work for you outside of the UK, in Spain 
or France. Some UK colleagues have moved abroad as 
expats. The main culture change I think will be hiring the 

right people, not worrying about location. 
Senior IT professional, Insurance 

People will vote with their feet. We already struggle to recruit in 
some areas like technology. In terms of our recruitment of staff 

and our employer offer, we’re going to have to accept that there is 
going to be more and more home working.

Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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One of the questions I get asked when I’m interviewing, one of 
the very first questions is, what is your working arrangement. 

It’s really competitive, the Facebooks and Googles allow 
people to work from home five days a week. We have to 

compete with lots of industries who offer that.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



THE CHALLENGES OF 
HYBRID WORKING
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of full time workers were considering quitting 
or changing professions in 2021.18

Attracting and retaining talent has become a priority for some and offering hybrid working has shifted from 
a nice-to-have to a must-have to be attractive for talent. 

of UK workers who currently have the 
choice to mix remote and office working 

would consider leaving their company if this 
hybrid option was removed.19

According to this Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in 
financial services organisations, hybrid working is important in attracting and 
retaining talent, but some financial service organisations don’t have concrete 
plans to share with staff yet.

There is a sort of a loose plan, flexibility will be driving 
all of our thinking, we have refrained from writing any 
kind of policy or changing any contracts but we are 

driving the conversation informally.
Senior IT professional, Banking

41% 51%

18 Source: Microsoft, Great Expectations: Making Hybrid Work Work, March 2022. The Work Trend Index survey was 
conducted by an independent research firm, Edelman Data x Intelligence, among 31,102 full-time employed or self-employed 

workers across 31 markets between January 7, 2022 and February 16, 2022.

19 Source: Microsoft/YouGov: Onboard not overboard. Online surveys of 2,046 employees and 504 HRDMs in the UK, 
conducted between 7th – 15th October 2021. The figures have been weighted and are representative of British business size



HYBRID WORKING IS RAISING NEW
CHALLENGES, ALL CORRELATED. 

Hybrid 
Working

Security

Company

Culture

Working

Collaboration

Financial,  

Culture & Social

Regulation / 

Legal

Leadership

External Internal

Culture

Infrastructure

Facility

Interpersonal

Collaboration

Diagram is for illustration purposes and has been created to visually represent the challenges reported in Ipsos 
qualitative research for WM Reply with five senior IT professionals in financial services organisations.

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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According to Ipsos qualitative research, in the current socio-cultural context, there 
is a perception that staff in financial services organisations expect flexibility and 
some are more likely to voice this need.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IMPACT 

With the pandemic, remote working is more 
embedded into British culture. Going back to 
old practices might not be appreciated by some 
employees. The Ipsos qualitative interviews found 
that:

⊲ Employees want their work to fit in with 
their new found work life balance and 
routine (e.g. exercising in the morning, 
taking and picking up children from school).

⊲ Remote working allows flexible work/life 
schedules. By reducing the commute to an 
office, people often feel like the working 
day starts with commuting.

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

The pandemic, Brexit, the war in Ukraine and 
inflation all create instability. Their financial impact 
and uncertainty on the job market create anxiety. 

⊲ For example:, between 3-13 February 
2022, 76% of adults in the UK reported 
their cost of living had increased over the 
last month.20

20  Source: ONS, February 2022, Economic activity and 
social change in the UK, real-time indicators. Data 
Sourced from Opinions and Lifestyle Survey (OPN) 
covering the period 3-13 February 2022. The survey 
went out to 4,464 adults in Great Britain and had a 
response rate of 70% (3,126 responses).

Hybrid working is expected to be the norm long 
term among IT professionals in financial services 
organisations.

According to our Ipsos qualitative research 
with senior IT professionals in financial services 
organisations, the perceived cost when working 
from home from the senior staff interviewed 
comprised of: 

⊲ Cost of internet
⊲ Desk set-up
⊲ Energy bills increasing 

The perceived cost when coming to the office from 
the senior IT professionals interviewed: 

⊲ [Employee] Cost of public transport/petrol 
to come to the office 

⊲ [Employers] Office maintenance, team 
lunches

Some of the senior IT professionals from this 
qualitative research expect these costs to be taken 
into consideration and reduced for both remote and 
on-site.

Financial, Culture & Social Issues

For me it’s just having that 
space with less structure. 
Today, for example, my 
children finish early on 

Fridays, it’s 1.30pm when they 
get home so I pretty much 
write off Friday afternoon. 
Because it’s the end of the 

week anyway, and they 
would be too much noise for 

me to work.
Senior IT professional, 

Insurance

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



Qualitatively, senior IT professionals suggested that complex facility issues might 
arise from hybrid work: from office configuration to organising meals.

Aiming for a smooth and fair transition, most of the senior IT professionals qualitatively interviewed have not 
adopted clear guidelines into hybrid working.

SOLUTIONS ARE FOR NOW SHORT-TERM:

⊲ Allowing most employees to choose the days working in the office or working at home – only 
imposing a mandatory number 

⊲ Book a desk/hot desk 

WHICH RAISES COMPLEX FACILITIES ISSUES FOR SOME EMPLOYERS: 

⊲ Cost of facilities for empty desks 
⊲ Unbalanced workforce in the office (e.g., a larger number of staff coming in one day vs a smaller 

number of staff coming in the next), making it difficult to plan catering or have the right COVID/fire 
protection measures in place etc.

Some companies are on stand-by, adopting these short term solutions and recognising the need for a long-
term, yet having difficulty to foresee how/when the changes should be implemented. Thinking into the future, 
they expect facilities to better fit the hybrid model: 

⊲ Downsizing office space, renting out unused space, transforming it into collaboration hubs

⊲ Opening smaller office space around the country: decentralising, being less London centric / reducing 
the “power” of headquarters

Facility Issues

How do you keep track of 
who’s in and who’s out, when 

remote you didn’t have to think 
about it. And without a structure 

people tend to all come in on 
Wednesday and Friday. You 

want to get rid of 50% of your 
desk, make a nice office space 
but actually 90% of people want 

to come in on a Wednesday. 
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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To ensure employees’ optimal performance, consideration should be given to the 
balance between collaboration on-site and remote focus time.

of UK employees find that home, 
where there may be fewer 

distractions, is a better place for 
thinking and planning.21

of UK employees working 
remotely feel that collaborative 

tasks are more productive in 
the workplace.21

21 Source: BCG, The Future of Working Models in the United Kingdom. Sample Size of2,000 UK employees) conducted in March 2020

As I see it, offices are becoming and should become a collaboration space 
primarily but the place to do your work doesn’t need to be the office.

Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

This Ipsos qualitative research indicates that…

HYBRID WORK MEETINGS MIGHT FEEL 
ISOLATING FOR THOSE ONLINE: 

⊲ Unable to pick-up social cues/facial 
expressions

⊲ Unnatural form of talking to a camera and 
people in the office, people tend to talk 
to those in the room more naturally and 
might ignore those online 

⊲ Difficulty to hear when online, if everyone 
else is in the office for meeting

Lack of clear guidelines in the workplace to 
appropriately balance individual workflow and 
collaboration: 

BEING ONLINE: 

⊲ Missing the informal conversation and 
informal training 

⊲ Fewer opportunities for coaching and  
on-boarding new employees

BEING ON-SITE:

⊲ Being interrupted or distracted
⊲ Unclear who else is in and when

Possible solution suggested by senior IT 
professionals qualitatively: all joining from laptop 
separately even when in the office.

The challenge is to make sure people coming to 
the office are able make the most of collaboration 
opportunities.

Working Collaboration Issues

50% 46%



The experience of doing a meeting when half are in, and half are out is 
much harder because instinctively you need to act differently. You’ve got 

the camera on the screen on the left-hand side of the room, then someone 
of the right end side says something to you and you reply to them but 

you’re not looking at the camera anymore and people on the screen can’t 
hear you quite well and can’t see your body language.

Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

Interpersonal Collaboration Issues



And the interpersonal collaboration challenges between those working more on-
site vs remote has yet to be addressed.

According to this Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in financial services organisations, the impact 
of hybrid working on individual opportunities and career progression is yet to be tackled, or even, discussed.

Company communication on this issue might be needed as there a still a traditional mindset around the 
importance of being face-to-face from both employers and employees.

More difficulty to measure output when online 

Concern of employees feeling disconnected from 
the company culture and values

Reduced trust on employees work productivity 

Concern staff might be missing out, based 
on the perception that increased face time 

with management will increase advancement 
opportunities, better compensation, and cross-

functional collaboration

Concern of missing out on exposure  
within the company

Particularly affecting junior employees 

of investment professionals believe it would harm their career advancement if they 
admitted to their supervisor that they would prefer to work remotely.22

22 Source: CFA Institute. The Future of Work in Investment Management: The Context of Careers. 9000 
investment professionals globally across two surveys. Conducted in 2021 

Interpersonal Collaboration Issues

WORKING REMOTELY  

CONCERNS

EMPLOYER EMPLOYEES

60%
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Company Culture IssuesLeadership Issues

When you work from home, you’re a lot more siloed. I’m not sure 
someone working from home and someone working in the office 

would have the same opportunities for progression.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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According to Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in financial 
services organisations, hybrid working can offer a good opportunity for a company 
culture remake, but today it can send mixed messages, increasing dissonance.

LEADERSHIP

MANAGER MISCONCEPTIONS 

The role of leadership needs to exemplify the 
company values. The attitude of leadership will help 
shape how others work in a hybrid model.

With management not always following its own 
guidelines, it might be difficult for employees to 
discern the right attitude.

COVID-19 MEASURES PERCEPTIONS

Concerns about catching the virus remains present 
amongst some employees: the ways in which a 
company creates a safe working environment and 
addresses peer pressure are seen to be in are 
important.

The role of managers and those in leadership 
positions has become increasingly important in 
modelling the right attitude hybrid work practices.

If you don’t practice what you preach then people don’t 
believe what you preach. The CEO says flexibility but she 
actually comes in five time a week and expects you to be 

there when she needs you to be there.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

UNEQUAL SYSTEM

VALUE SYSTEM

Potential challenges in giving people recognition 
and embracing company culture online vs on-site.

PAY ISSUES 

From working from a different location with different 
cost of living. 

ELIGIBILITY TO WORK FULLY REMOTELY

No clear policy can create confusion and feelings of 
unfairness.

The team can potentially feel too scattered to create 
a sense of unity - transparency and communication 
are key to increase the feeling of fairness.

Leadership IssuesCompany Culture Issues



WORKING IN THE OFFICE: 
ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES
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WORKING IN THE OFFICE: ADVANTAGES

CLEARER COMMUNICATION

Seeing people in person can make it easier to observe their body language and pick 
up on non-verbal cues. Communication might also be spontaneous and more natural 
when in person.

CLOSER COLLABORATION

Cross-team collaboration: teams might be seen as less likely to work is silos.

Spontaneous, collaborative problem-solving: casual conversations might lead to 
problems being spontaneously mentioned – other colleagues can then jump in and 
help instantly (especially for small issues that are not deemed significant enough to 
warrant setting up a meeting to discuss).

1

2

When you work in the office, you have those spontaneous desk-
side conversations, which potentially can result in good ideas.

Senior IT professional, Banking

You find things out in those informal conversations that perhaps 
no one would have told you. I had lunch with a couple of guys in 
the team and I found out some stuff about a project. I was able to 
go off and help out, and I don’t think they would have ever raised 
it, it wasn’t a big enough issue, but when you’re having lunch, you 
might raise it more informally. There’s just those conversations that 
just don’t happen when you work remotely, and happen a lot more 

organically when you’re in the office.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

The perceived advantages of the working in the office indicated by senior IT 
professionals in this Ipsos qualitative research include: 



NETWORKING

Being in the office physically might allow people to network better: serendipitous 
encounters with colleagues can make it easier to meet new people or be introduced to 
people from other departments – this is especially important for new staff members.

QUICK LEARNING

Learning might happen at a faster pace in the office, where staff can observe others and 
ask questions in the moment. This is especially the case for juniors, who need to learn 
not just about the job, but office working in general.

CAREER PROGRESSION

There is a sense among some that being in the office helps with career progression, 
as it allows people to build their profile and gain visibility – this is less the case with 
hybrid and remote working. There is a sense among some of the senior IT professionals 
interviewed that being in the office can help with career progression, as it can allow 
people to build their profile and gain visibility – this is thought to be less likely with 
hybrid and remote working.

When you’re working in 
the office you have better 

opportunities for things like 
promotion, because you’re 
visible. When you work at 

home, you lose that, nobody 
sees what you’re doing day 
in, day out, you lessen your 

opportunities for advancement.
Senior IT professional,  

Investment Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

3

4

5

Ipsos qualitative research indicates that these advantages include:
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COMPANY CULTURE

Company culture might be seen as more easily communicated in the office. In a typical 
office, it might be common to see posters on the walls reminding staff of the company 
values. Through direct interactions with others, staff can also see it in a tangible manner.

STRONGER RELATIONSHIPS

Informal conversations in the office (about work, but not exclusively that) might lead to 
better rapport and thus stronger working relationships: this, in turn, might make it easier 
to have difficult conversations too, and in the long run, it might help nurture good faith 
among staff and better relationships.

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL WELLBEING

Break times can be clear in the office (e.g. lunch time), and staff might take cues from 
each other on when to switch off – this can lead to less overworking and improved 
mental wellbeing. The need to commute to the office also might result to more walking/ 
increased physical activity.

6

7

8

People don’t get a sense of the company culture 
unless they’re working in the office. They don’t get a 

sense of how the company works.
Senior VP IT, Investment Banking

Those informal conversations in the office, before meetings, after 
meetings, are really beneficial. It builds social capital and you 

build relationships with people, which then means your working 
relationships are easier. You can also have difficult conversations 

more easily, you assume there’s good intent.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



BETTER EQUIPMENT

Staff might have access to better equipment in the office than at home: ergonomic 
chairs, bigger and multiple screens, standing desks. While some companies sent staff 
extra equipment during lockdown/subsidised the purchase of equipment, others did not.

ENHANCED SECURITY

Fewer security threats when working in the office: staff are surrounded by other staff at 
a location normally inaccessible to non-staff. They can also use the secure, IT-approved 
equipment available in the office.

9

10

When people are more junior, the speed of getting them up to 
productivity is much, much quicker when they sit next to somebody 

senior, and they don’t have to schedule time to go and ask a question, 
they can just stand up and say, hey, I’m struggling with this.

Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022
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WORKING IN THE OFFICE: DISADVANTAGES

COSTLY

The cost of commuting can be high, and is set to increase more after years of remote 
working due to the pandemic, some see this as an unnecessary expense.

TIME CONSUMING

There is a perceptions that some staff might feel that time spent commuting can be 
allocated to something more important or meaningful to them.

LACK OF FLEXIBILITY

Working from the office allows little flexibility, according to some: staff can find it more 
difficult to work around personal commitments like childcare or hobbies outside of work.

DECREASED PRODUCTIVITY

The office environment can be distracting when staff work on tasks the require their 
undivided attention: office chatter and socialising might reduce productivity.

of those who have been working 
remotely find that home, where there may 
be fewer distractions, is a better place for 

thinking and planning.24

24 Source: BCG, 2020, What’s next for how we work 
in the UK. BCG surveyed 2,000 UK employees in 

March 2020

1

3

2

4

of those who have been working remotely 
felt they were able to be as productive or 

more working from home as they were in the 
workplace.23

23 Source: BCG, 2020, What’s next for how we work in the 
UK. BCG surveyed 2,000 UK employees in March 2020

50%70%

The perceived disadvantages of the working in the office indicated by senior IT 
professionals in this Ipsos qualitative research include: 



WORKING REMOTELY: 
PROS AND CONS
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REMOTE WORKING PERCEIVED 
ADVANTAGES FOR A COMPANY

DECREASED OPERATIONAL COSTS

Companies might downsize their office or rent out their unused office space. Decreased 
costs for utilities and office supplies also help keep costs low. At the same time, not 
covering expenses like staff lunches/after work drinks also might help keep operational 
costs lower than when working in the office.

EXTENDED WORKING HOURS

The blurring of the boundaries between work and home life might mean that employees 
are more willing to work more unusual time schedules when working at home.

WIDENING RECRUITMENT HORIZONS

Previously, some companies recruited based not exclusively on skills, but also 
geographical proximity. Remote working, however, might better; enabling them to recruit 
from a larger talent pool, more geographically diverse, without restrictions.

Already from 2020, remote working was seen to enable a greater geographical 
spread of the workforce.

1

3

2

expect more applications from people 
who live outside the UK26

responding expect more applications from 
people who live more than 1-2 hours from 

head office compared to 201925

25%63%

According to Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in the 
financial service sector, the perceived advantages of hybrid working for the 
company include:

25, 26 Source: CBI/Ipsos: No Turning Back: CBI Annual Conference 2020. The survey link was emailed by CBI to CBI members 
and non-member companies. Fieldwork took place 7–16 October 2020 in the UK. 573 businesses responded



REMOTE WORKING ADVANTAGES FOR STAFF

COST AND TIME SAVINGS

Working from home can mean that money previously spent on travel or bought lunches/ 
coffee can now be spent in different ways, or simply saved. Without a need to commute, 
staff might also have more time for personal commitments and hobbies.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

There can be fewer disruptions at home, as there are fewer people around. As a result, 
it is easier for staff to focus and get into the right mindset to get things done. Many feel 
their productivity is improved when working at home.

ABILITY TO WORK FLEXIBLY

There is a perception that staff value flexibility as it allows them to work around other 
commitments like childcare or personal hobbies.

1

3

2

I do the school run now, 
whereas before I could not, 

because I spent that  
time commuting.

Senior IT professional, Insurance

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in financial services 
organisations indicates that the advantages for staff include:
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IMPROVED DYNAMICS

Some feel that remote work has created a more level playing field: all staff join meetings 
online, which might have a democratising effect. There is a sense that staff may feel 
more comfortable speaking up and expressing disagreement: features like online chats 
and hands up icons have also contributed to this, giving staff an avenue to express 
themselves.

STRUCTURED, MORE MINDFUL COMMUNICATION

When working remotely, employees might be more conscious of the communication 
gaps caused by the physical distance between them, and thus potentially more mindful 
of setting time aside to check in with their team.

4

5

My organisation is quite hierarchical. I think there is something 
about working from home that has democratised meetings quite a 
lot. People in my organisation feel a lot more empowered to speak 
up in a virtual situation. Things like using the chat box if you don’t 

feel comfortable speaking, challenging some of the old deferential 
behaviour that was going on, working from home and hybrid 

working has been quite powerful.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



REMOTE WORKING STAFF DISADVANTAGES

WORKING IN SILOS

Those working from home might often feel isolated from others, with few opportunities 
to network. They might also work in silos, with limited opportunities to work alongside 
others.

PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES

There is a perception that home workers could be at a disadvantage when it comes to 
promotions due to visibility bias: as this is unconscious, little is being done to address it 
and ensure equal opportunities for progressions.

CULTURE MIGHT NOT TRANSLATE AS WELL ONLINE

Working from home might dilute the company culture and make it difficult to weave the 
social fabric of the workplace when office rituals are inaccessible, and workers have 
little or no face-to-face interaction with each other or their leaders.

LESS SUITABLE EQUIPMENT

When working at home, staff might not always have access to ergonomic chairs, multiple 
screens, standing desks etc.

When you work from home, you’re a lot more siloed. I’m not sure 
someone working from home and someone working in the office 

would have the same opportunities for progression.
Head of Internal Communications, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

1

3

4

2

Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in financial services 
organisations indicates that the disadvantages for staff include:
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Of UK remote workers,69% felt 
disconnected from their colleague 

working remotely during lockdown27

27 Source: HowNow, Return to Work report. 
Sample: 3,000 remote workers UK, March 2021

Figure 1: Homeworkers work a higher number of hours  
than those who never work from home

Average weekly hours worked, by work from home status, UK, 2011 to 2020

COST

When people work from home, the cost of their utilities might go up (e.g. electricity used 
for their laptop, more heating as they spend more time at home).

WELLBEING

As the lines between home and work might be blurred, the working day has lengthened 
and there is a perceived expectation from some in senior management that staff should 
be ‘always on’, leading to overworking and fatigue.

5

6

The Office for National 
Statistics found that 
home-workers were less 

than half as likely to be 

promoted compared 

to their in-office 

counterparts between 
2011-201728

67%

28 Source: ONS, Homeworking hours, rewards and opportunities in the UK: 2011 
to 2020, Data taken from the Annual Population Survey (APS), UK, April 2021.



REMOTE WORKING COMPANY  
DISADVANTAGES

INCREASED SECURITY RISKS

Unsecured, personal home devices, less oversight over GDPR practices, open home wi-fi 
networks all might pose security risks that are seen as less of a threat in the office.

DIFFICULT TO TRACK AND MEASURE OUTPUT

For some, unclear how to track performance and staff output when there is no visibility 
into what employees are doing: attempts to track performance digitally might be 
interpreted by staff as a lack of trust in them on the company’s part.

COMPANY CULTURE MIGHT BE WEAKENED

Strong in-office company culture may weaken when staff work remotely, as they have 
fewer opportunities to experience the company values around them: staff might feel 
detached from the company and its vision.

POTENTIAL COSTS FOR STAFF TO ESTABLISH  
A HOME OFFICE

A perception that some worker may feel their employers should cover the costs to 
establish a home office (for equipment and more). And that others may feel their 
employers should reimburse them for additional expenses incurred due to remote work.

1

3

4

2

Ipsos qualitative research with senior IT professionals in financial services 
organisations indicates that the perceived disadvantages for the company include:
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At home, who’s to say whether people have got their x-box there 
and just move their mouse every few minutes? It didn’t affect us, 
but I do know another bank, I spoke to the CEO and he said the 
productivity went through the floor when they went remote. They 
had a poor culture, loads of junior staff that didn’t believe in the 

organisation, so a lot of them didn’t do very much.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



HYBRID WORKING 
FORMAT: A SUMMARY 30
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When it comes to hybrid working, the flexibility around working patterns to suit 
a range of employees has been a major positive that has suited different needs 
and allowed them to thrive. According to Where Team, they have identified four 
different hybrid working formats that have been adapted over the last couple of 
years, particularly during the pandemic.

30 Source: Where.Team, 2022

REMOTE-FIRST

Firstly, pure remote working, where the employee generally works from home with no 
mandatory requirement to report into an office environment. Whilst there will be a Head 
office base for specific events or one-off meetings, there will be no requirement to 
regularly report in. This enables those who perhaps enjoy a quieter working environment 
or find it more productive to do so, while working from home. An office culture might still 
be somewhat enabled with a regular base to come into and not disrupted. However, 
confusion could possibly arise between different teams who want to come in more often 
vs those who don’t, and issues around desk space might also arise if in-person events are 
not coordinated properly.

OFFICE-FIRST, REMOTE ALLOWED

The other optional format is an office-first, remote allowed approach. With this model, a 
company offers an office or central location where employees report into, but remote 
working is available for those who  want it. This can allow for flexibility, without disrupting 
office culture much. However, once again confusion might arise between teams/
management who want employees to come in vs those who don’t, therefore expectations 
of employees are unclear. 

HYBRID-REMOTE

With this format, some employees work 100% remotely, whilst others are required to 
report into an office. Providing this type of flexibility to employees with roles that can be 
done remotely allows the company to address different needs for employees. It might 
also translate into an ability to attract more global talent. However, with a scattered team, 
it might be difficult to build a sense of community and a connection between employees. 
It might also create confusion over how is it decided who is eligible to work remotely and 
who is not. The employer needs to be clear what roles are required on site vs which ones 
can be done remotely from the beginning. 

OFFICE-OCCASIONAL

All employees have the option to work remotely, but they are expected to come in the 
office on certain days outlined by the employer. For example, they will be allowed to work 
remotely Monday to Thursday but expected to report into the office on Friday to have in 
person meetings or to collaborate on projects. Therefore, in person collaboration is on 
the table, providing flexibility for employees without giving up on a work environment 
culture to build connections. However, if not set up properly, issues may arise over what in 
office days are for and potential risks of overcrowding.

1

3

4

2



TOOLS FOR  
HYBRID WORKING 
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Modern workplace tools have been playing a key role in the shift to hybrid working.

Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply suggests that when the UK went into lockdown, some financial service 
companies had to quickly invest in new tools and technology to help employees stay connected to and 
engaged in their work. 

Tools previously used, like Avaya and Cisco Webex, were initially used and then moved to solutions  with 
embedded video functionality. Zoom and Microsoft Teams were key tools in this transition.

Ipsos conducted qualitative research with five senior leaders working in IT in the financial services sector 
to understand their opinions on different tools that  might facilitate hybrid working. This qualitative research 
suggests that whilst some modern workplace tools were highly valued for hybrid working, others were 
considered to have their advantages and disadvantages. Some were considered reliable and easy to use, but 
perhaps less suited or able to support video sharing and conferencing. Others were seen as predominantly 
used for narrower purposes, e.g. solely as a workplace instant messenger.

When it came to tools such as Avaya and Cisco, a couple of the senior leaders working in IT interviewed saw 
them as secure programmes and good solutions, particularly pre-pandemic. However, potential negatives 
they reported for their organisations were that video sharing either was not supported or was not considered 
particularly smooth for video conferencing (e.g. for Amazon WorkSpaces and Cisco).

Other platforms were seen as useful for specific solutions, but at the same time thought by a few senior leaders 
in the investment sector to serve a narrow purpose. For example, one senior IT professional saw G suite as 
being less used globally, which therefore made collaboration for his teams less seamless. For example, Slack 
was seen as useful as an instant messaging tool, but awareness of other functionality was low for this individual.

Zoom and Microsoft Teams were described by these five senior IT professionals as ‘go-to’ tools for them during 
the pandemic.

One of the qualitative participants shared the following experience. They thought that Zoom provided a good 
service when it came to video conferencing, describing it as having an intuitive and user-friendly service. 
However this individual found it difficult to find and invite new users to the platform, and found it more 
challenging to integrate it into their work systems. As a result they preferred to use Microsoft Teams.

Looking at response from all five qualitative participants overall, descriptions were that Microsoft Teams had 
a well-integrated Microsoft ecosystem and a multi-functional system that provided video conferencing plus 
functions such as IM, document sharing and editing, and recording and transcription services. Most of which 
were frequently used by these qualitative participants. However, sometimes MS Teams was considered to be 
harder to integrate with other tools, specifically security software, and it was also reliant on a high bandwidth. 

When it came to other Microsoft technologies, Yammer was seen as an engagement tool, whereas Viva as an 
insights-driven tool for work flow.



THE FUTURE OF  
HYBRID WORKING
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Ipsos quantitative research from 2021 suggests that hybrid working is here to 
stay, and staff expect it to be the prevalent model of working well into the future.

According to this research in 29 countries, two-thirds of all working adults surveyed say that they want flexibility 
in the amount of time they go into the office (64%).31

31 Source: Ipsos, Return To The Workplace 2021 Global Survey. Sample: 12,445 employed adults aged 18-74 in the United States, Canada, 
Malaysia, South Africa, and Turkey, age 21-74 in Singapore, and 16-74 in 23 other countries between May 21 - June 4, 2021.

Financial services and IT are no exception: many staff demonstrate the same 
appetite for hybrid working.

Financial services executives might have traditionally been more reluctant to embrace remote work than their 
counterparts in other sectors: before the pandemic, 29% of financial services companies had at least 60% of 
their workforce working remotely at least once a week, lower than the 36% reported across all industries.32

32 Source: PwC Hybrid work comes to financial services. Sample: 133 executives and 1,200 office workers in The US, November- December 2020

One in four UK financial sector workers favour fully remote working post-pandemic, while a clear majority 
would prefer to work in the office just two days a week.33

⊲ The survey of 1,400 UK financial services employees across banking, capital markets and insurance 
found that 24% of workers would prefer to work entirely from home once a full return to office is 
possible

⊲ The vast majority (69%) also said that they would prefer to work just two days a week or less in 
the office

I do think hybrid working is the best mix. I don’t think as an organisation, 
and most organisations will go back to the office five days a week. 

You’re not going to get people back in the office five days a week, 24/7 
any time soon. Hybrid is now reality, we won’t be going backwards from 
it. It’s about organisations working out for themselves what that balance 

is between that home and office mix.”
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022



THE FUTURE OFFICE: 
A SNAPSHOT
THE OFFICE RE-IMAGINED

The office will become the venue for collaboration, rather than solitary work. Synchronising schedules within 
teams will be a priority.34 
34  Source: McKinsey: Reimagining the office and work life after COVID-19 

GOODBYE HQS, HELLO LOCAL HUBS

Traditional headquarters will give way to more, smaller, local hubs instead – especially as the workforce 
becomes more geographically diverse.34

THE OFFICE SPACE WILL TRANSFORM

Previously people sat in open-plan offices to focus and meeting rooms to collaborate. This will no longer work: 
we will likely see more collaboration spaces, local meeting rooms, collaboration zones, main hubs, and hot-
desking.35

35 Source: PwC: Designing hybrid offices that work
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THE FUTURE OF OFFICE TECH: 
A SNAPSHOT

AGNOSTIC SOFTWARE 
SOLUTIONS

Businesses will invest in solutions that continue this 
seamless connectivity into the office environment. 
Agnostic solutions that allow workers to connect and 
collaborate, no matter what meeting platform they 
use, are key.36

36 Source: Deloitte Insights: The digital-ready workplace

HYBRID MEETING  
ENABLING TECH

Companies must ensure the meeting room is well 
equipped for hybrid meetings. Agnostic solutions 
will need to be implemented alongside updated 
Audio-Visual equipment to make collaboration 
easier and seamless for more engaging, equitable 
meetings.38

38 Source: Microsoft : The New Future of Work

WORKPLACE APPS

Workplace apps that make work life easier will be the 
next big thing: we’ll see automation of tasks on the 
phone like submitting IT tickets or finding an available 
conference room; or checking who’s in the office and 
when so staff can reserve desks together.37 
37 Source: Microsoft: Build the next generation of collaborative 

apps for hybrid work

DIGITAL HEADQUARTERS

In order to improve employee productivity, creativity 
and help increase the diversity of company 
workforces moving forwards, businesses will create 
their own digital headquarters as a central place for 
work and social interaction.39 
39 Source: Deloitte: Insights:  Digital workplaces and the hybrid 

work model

PRODUCTIVITY MONITORING TECH

Employers might be investing in technology designed to monitor and track the behaviour of their employees to 
drive efficiency. Companies that use this have a fine line to tread, and it’s unclear whether the effect will be a 
boost to productivity or seen as a move against individual freedoms. 40

40 Source: PwC: The tech of hybrid: Making hybrid working as productive as possible

I think it’s all about being more integrated. What I want is for users to 
not think about the technology they use, but about the experience the 
want. And the same would translate over to the customer experience, 
the seamless shifting from channel to channel without thinking about. 
We have all the building blocks, but it’s about, how do you stitch them 

together to make a really seamless experience?
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022 



We’ve invested in ‘tap and meet’ rooms, you can have a virtual 
experience where you’re all in a room, some are virtual. It’s a very 

seamless approach. It’s not very cutting edge for many organisations, 
but we’ve converted over 80 of our rooms in the last 6 months to have 
this capability and it’s making a massive difference in how we run these 
meetings, as opposed to having a person on the phone, on one of those 

spider phones and everyone would forget they’re there.
Senior IT professional, Banking

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

IMMERSIVE DIGITAL EXPERIENCES

AR/VR can potentially combat an unforeseen 
consequence of hybrid work - the fatigue of 
engagement via constant video calls, by offering 
a more personalised approach to remote 
communication.41 
41 Source: Deloitte Insights: Automated with intelligence

A SINGLE PLATFORM AS A GO-TO

According to Ipsos qualitative research with senior 
IT professionals in financial services institutions, 
companies might seek to bring the functions 
they use under a single work and communication 
platform, to reduce operational complexity and give 
staff a seamless, integrated solution.42

42 Source: Microsoft (Information Technology & Security | Hybrid 
Quick-Start Guide) 
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STAFF AS FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE 

Staff need to access and share data beyond the 
periphery of the usual security firewalls. Employees 
might need to meet the challenge of their new role 
as the first line of defence and employers might 
enable this by educating them more on security, 
while adopting a zero-trust data security model.43

43 Source: Microsoft: Securing a new world of hybrid work

SEAMLESS TRANSITIONS

There’s an expectation that systems will be 
seamless and smooth in the future, with easier 
verification – e.g., through the integration of 
fingerprint scanning or other modern technologies, 
instead of using multiple apps and multiple 
passwords. 

Source: Ipsos qualitative research for WM Reply, 2022

SECURITY FROM ANYWHERE

The sector will prioritise investing in solutions which 
incorporate security directly into the product’s 
design. Additionally, professionals can team up with 
vendors of these solutions to ensure best practice 
when it comes to using these agnostic solutions.44

44 Source: Help Net Security (sample: surveyed 1,500 business 
leaders and 1,500 general employees from 10 countries)

INCREASED SECURITY REMOTELY

The roll-out of 5G mobile technology and edge 
computing may have a big part to play in this future, 
enabling high bandwidth applications that aren’t 
dependent on fixed physical locations. Offices 
could adopt more IoT sensors for safety, limiting the 
number of people in a building for example.45

45 Source: EY, 2021,_ COVID-19 accelerates interest in 5G, 
support is needed to implement

of the hybrid workforce claim occasional usage of 
personal devices for work purposes.

This highlights the scale of unsupervised and 
unmanaged access to a company network.46

46 Source: CIRA  (sample: interview 500 workers  
with responsibility for IT security)

THE FUTURE OF SECURITY: 
A SNAPSHOT

50%
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We have entered the next phase of the workplace and how our people work. The 
report highlights that challenges exist for Financial Service organisations, as well 
as others, in the implementation of this new hybrid world.  

1. CHALLENGE RATIONALE THAT PREVENTS 
FUNCTIONALITY AND GROWTH. 

 Where security concerns and risks exist, these 
need to be challenged with stakeholders. This 
is not to say that risks don’t exist, but how these 
risks are managed and mitigated is going to 
be fundamental to bring the benefits to the 
end user experience. Unlike most industries, 
Financial Services operate in a highly regulated 
environment and need to be mindful of this 
when planning a new operating model. 
However, regulatory reasons shouldn’t be used 
as carte-blanche to prevent digital tools and 
platforms from being used. Frequently, risks 
and challenges can be overcome by ensuring 
that people are aware of their responsibility in 
security and how to appropriately use the tools 
they have to prevent mistakes. 

 

2. INTRODUCE POLICIES THAT SUPPORT AND 
GUIDE.  

 In the same way that different financial services 
organisations operate, teams within those 
organisations will also work uniquely. Therefore, 
it’s unsurprising that group-wide, mandated 
policies will fail - unless they are there to guide 
and inform people to make their own decisions. 
One size, fits one. Policies need to help inform 
teams ways of working with managers needing 
autonomy to act on it and organisations need 
flexibility to accommodate such operations.  

 

3. OFFICES NEED TO BE RE-THOUGHT - EVEN 
THEIR LOCATION. 

 The office we had as we entered the pandemic 
may no longer meet our modern, hybrid needs. 
Offices need to be inviting and functional in their 
delivery of collaboration spaces. People don’t 
want to come into the office to sit at desks on 
calls with their colleagues, they need spaces 
that encourage them to come together and work 
together. Where possible, regional hubs should 
also be considered as a way of changing where 

we work. This supports those who have moved 
away from cities during the pandemic, but also 
offers a wider talent pool to draw from.  

 

4. IT’S TIME TO STOP THE SEPARATION.  

 Most treat our current operating model as 
separate. We’re either in the office, or working 
from home. It’s not yet, a true way of working. 
Whilst this is to be expected during the 
transitional phase, people will need to feel that 
the new way of working has been truly embraced 
by the organisation and isn’t at risk of being 
removed or changed again. This commitment 
should come from leaders.  

 

5. COMMUNICATIONS NEED TO EVOLVE WITH 
WORKING MODELS. 

 With people being in the office, on-the-road, and 
working from home, the way we communicate 
with our people needs to meet these new 
ways of working. Townhalls need to go digital, 
be accessible and allow people to participate 
before, during and after. Communication 
platforms will need to be personalised to the end 
user and feel integrated with the other platforms 
they use. To support hybrid working, the mobile 
experience should be just as good, if not better 
than the desktop.  

 

6. PUSH PLATFORMS TO THEIR FULL USE. 

 We’ve seen that people have only started the 
scratch the surface of the tools and platforms 
they use in the day. People need to be 
challenged and supported to use more than 
the obvious. Looking at a platform like Microsoft 
Teams, it has had great success with meetings 
and chat - but the platform offers so much more 
to support productivity, insights, collaboration 
and communication. Financial services should 
step up and lead all industries in making the 
most of their platforms.  



7. LEADERS MUST LEAD. 

 Leaders across Financial Services must be 
active and visible in their demonstration about 
hybrid work. Leaders shouldn’t expect people to 
return to the office if they don’t, in the same way 
that they shouldn’t expect people to work from 
home if they’re always in the office. The new 
way of working should be promoted and led by 
organisation leaders - which further helps build 
our trust across the organisation. Something that 
we see some organisations lacked, especially at 
the start of the pandemic.  

 

8. INVOLVE PEOPLE IN PLANNING. 

 Teams and people know how they work, where 
they work best, and what they need to support 
them in a new operating model. Therefore, 
our people should always be included in any 
discovery and planning of the new ways of 
working. Valuable insights will be gained by 
including a wider and more diverse set of views 
and supports a feeling of pride and ownership 
when new ways are launched.  

 

9. REMOVE COMPETING TOOLS.  

 We’ve seen evidence that people are confused 
about all the tools in their digital suite. With some 
filling similar roles, it’s easy to see how people 
are confused and revert back to traditional 
ways of working. People need to be supported 
in navigating their tools and platforms. A clear 
vision for ‘which tool when’ needs to be made 
available to help guide people, depending on 
the task at hand. Where possible, removing 
similar or competing platforms and integrating 
across remaining platforms will improve the 
employee experience.  

 

10. CHANGE IS MORE THAN THE SPACE. 

 With so much changing at once, it would be 
naïve to expect to see immediate results. This 
is a transformation that takes time for people to 
transition from the status quo to new ways of 
working. Deploying change management tactics 
will help reduce timescales and increase benefits 
realisation at a faster pace. A prime example are 
those organisations who install digital meeting 
equipment into rooms and expect results. 
People not only need to know how to use the 
equipment, but how to run a productive hybrid 
meeting. These skills need coaching and support 
over time.

The employee experience changed drastically during COVID - and their workday is still changing. There 
are new and evolving platforms, such as Microsoft Viva, to support communications, wellbeing, knowledge 
management, engagement and learning. However, each financial services organisation needs to understand 
what these platforms offer and how they can support a hybrid operating model. There is more to do, than just 
implement these new platforms as they need a defined purpose and part to play a person’s day.  

There is an opportunity for financials services to change how they work, and embrace hybrid working for the 
benefit of their people, customers and organisation as a whole. Outside of our workplaces, there remains global 
uncertainty with socio-economic issues. What people need now, more than ever, is certainty in how and where 
they work.  

WM Reply  
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FULL TECHNICAL NOTES
This Ipsos research was conducted on behalf of WM Reply. 

This report includes desk research undertaken by Ipsos between April and September 2022. The documents 
used were dated between 2017 to 2022 and the search terms used to source relevant documents were:

The findings from this desk research is the Ipsos team’s own summary and interpretation of the documents 
sourced as part of this review. Ipsos team members sourced what were considered relevant documents / data 
and used reasonable skill and care when summarising and drawing conclusions from their content. Ipsos does 
not accept any liability for (i) Client’s interpretation of the Ipsos desk research or of other data or information 
provided as part of the desk research by Ipsos, (ii) any errors caused by errors in sources and data used, or 
(iii) resale of the results or other data by Client. The client is fully aware that Ipsos does not warrant the total 
accuracy of the desk research or the data contained therein. In taking delivery of this desk research or data, 
the Client acknowledges and agrees (i) that the desk research and any specific associated data should only be 
used within the specific context of the project and (ii) any predictions or interpretations derived from the data. 

To supplement this desk research, Ipsos also conducted qualitative research. The target audience was adult, 
senior IT professionals who work in financial services organisations in the UK, who are open to using Microsoft 
tools (who might or might not be currently using Microsoft tools) and other technology tools in a professional 
capacity. Participants chose to participate in this research. In total, five one-hour online interviews were 
conducted. Data was collected online. Fieldwork took place between 24 – 28 March 2022. 

⊲ Working style trends

⊲ Future of work trends

⊲ Pre-pandemic working styles

⊲ Hybrid working experience

⊲ Hybrid working experience in financial 
services

⊲ Hybrid working experience in financial 
services tech

⊲ Ways of working way from the office

⊲ Ways of working way from the office in 
financial services

⊲ Advantages of working from home  
vs. the office

⊲ Disadvantages of working from home  
vs. the office

⊲ Ways of working way from the office in 
financial services tech

⊲ Experience of working in a pandemic

⊲ Experience of working in a pandemic in 
financial services

⊲ Experience of working in a pandemic in 
financial services tech



WM Reply are digital workplace experts who create exceptional 
employee experiences. Specialising in Microsoft 365, WM Reply creates 

digital workspaces that foster meaningful, online engagements for 
employees. Utilising the magnitude of tools in Microsoft 365 and a 

robust adoption and change management strategy, our mission is to 
empower our clients’ workforces to achieve more and to be the most 

well-known and respected name in Modern Work globally. 

Learn more at wmreply.com

ABOUT WM REPLY

WM Reply improves employee’s day-to-day lives through 
modern workplace solutions with Microsoft 365.
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